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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Both ASPECTS and core volume on CTP are used to estimate infarct volume in acute ischemic stroke. To evaluate the potential role of ASPECTS for acute endovascular treatment decisions, we studied the correlation between ASPECTS and CTP core, depending on the timing and the presence of large-vessel occlusion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively reviewed all MCA acute ischemic strokes with standardized reconstructions of CTP maps entered in the Acute Stroke Registry and Analysis of Lausanne (ASTRAL) registry. Correlation between ASPECTS and CTP core was determined for early (<6 hours) versus late (6–24 hours) times from stroke onset and in the presence versus absence of large-vessel occlusion. We used correlation coefficients and adjusted multiple linear regression models.

RESULTS: We included 1046 patients with a median age of 71.4 years (interquartile range, IQR = 59.8–79.4 years), an NIHSS score of 12 (IQR, 6–18), an ASPECTS of 9 (IQR, 7–10), and a CTP core of 13.6 mL (IQR, 0.6–52.8 mL). The overall correlation between ASPECTS and CTP core was moderate ($r = -0.49$, $P < .01$) but significantly stronger in the late-versus-early window ($r = -0.56$ and $r = -0.48$, respectively; $P = .05$) and in the presence versus absence of large-vessel occlusion ($r = -0.40$ and $r = -0.20$, respectively; $P < .01$). In the regression model, the independent association between ASPECTS and CTP core was confirmed and was twice as strong in late-arriving patients with large-vessel occlusion ($\beta = -0.21$ per 10 mL; 95% CI, $-0.27$ to $-0.15$; $P < .01$) than in the overall population ($\beta = -0.10$; 95% CI, $-0.14$ to $-0.07$; $P < .01$).

CONCLUSIONS: In a large cohort of patients with acute ischemic stroke, we found a moderate correlation between ASPECTS and CTP core. However, this was stronger in patients with large-vessel occlusion and longer delay from stroke onset. Our results could support the use of ASPECTS as a surrogate marker of CTP core in late-arriving patients with acute ischemic stroke with large-vessel occlusion.

ABBREVIATIONS: AIS = acute ischemic stroke; ASTRAL = Acute Stroke Registry and Analysis of Lausanne; CBS = clot burden score; CTP = Computed tomographic perfusion; EVT = endovascular treatment; LPGH = last proof of good health; LVO = large vessel occlusion; MCA = middle cerebral artery; NCCT = non-contrast CT scan

Both the ASPECTS$^{1,2}$ and automated core volume on CTP$^{3,4}$ have been used to estimate infarct volume in the acute phase of stroke. However, the level of agreement between the two modalities remains uncertain.

ASPECTS is a useful and easily applicable tool for standardized evaluation of the extent of early ischemic changes in anterior circulation strokes on non-contrast CT scan (NCCT). In the original report describing the ASPECTS$^1$ and in a subsequent observational study involving 1135 patients undergoing intravenous thrombolysis (IVT), the ASPECTS grading was shown to be an independent predictor of functional outcome.$^5$ For mechanical thrombectomy performed within 6 hours after onset, a clear benefit was found for patients with an NCCT ASPECTS of 6–10, while for ASPECTS values of 0–5, the treatment effect was not clear.$^6$

Recently, the efficacy of endovascular treatment (EVT) beyond the 6-hour time window was demonstrated in 2 randomized trials using a tissue-based approach: An advanced neuroimaging protocol (with CTP or DWI) was used to identify
patients with acute ischemic stroke (AIS) with a low infarct core despite late presentation.\textsuperscript{7,8}

The role of ASPECTS in selecting patients likely to benefit from EVT and for predicting clinical outcome has not been clearly established in the late time window.\textsuperscript{9,10} Its use in the setting of late-presenting AIS could enlarge EVT eligibility in centers without the availability of advanced neuroimaging techniques or in patients who have contraindications to such imaging.

The main purposes of our study were the following: 1) to investigate the correlation between ASPECTS and automated core volume on CTP in a large cohort of patients with AIS with involvement of the middle cerebral artery (MCA territory), 2) to assess the influence of large-vessel occlusion (LVO) and time from stroke onset on this correlation, and 3) to evaluate the association of ASPECTS with clinical outcome at 3 months, with a special focus on late-arriving patients with AIS (ie, 6–24 hours after last proof of good health [LPGH]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design and Patient Selection

We performed a retrospective analysis of all consecutive patients entered in the Acute STroke Registry and Analysis of Lausanne (ASTRAL) from January 2003 to December 2018. The ASTRAL registry includes all patients with AIS admitted to the stroke unit and/or intensive care unit of the Lausanne University Hospital (Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois) within 24 hours after LPGH. For each patient, >250 prespecified demographic, clinical, and laboratory variables and multimodal neuroimaging items were prospectively collected, as previously reported.\textsuperscript{11}

For the current analysis, we selected patients according to the following criteria: acute CT-based multimodal imaging performed <24 hours after LPGH; stroke involving the MCA based on clinical findings such as new hemispheric deficits (aphasia, hemineglect, eye deviation toward the side of the hemiparesis); the simultaneous absence of neuroimaging findings showing posterior circulation stroke; and availability of good-quality CTP maps (ie, with the arterial input function returning to baseline before the end of the acquisition), reconstructed with a standardized method.\textsuperscript{12}

Demographic data, medical history, and vascular risk factors were reviewed. We collected prestroke modified Rankin scale (mRS) and current medications at the time of the index event. We recorded neurologic symptoms and signs, stroke severity (NIHSS) on admission, and biochemical parameters at baseline. Acute recanalization treatments, including intravenous thrombolysis and/or EVT, were administered in accordance with Swiss and European Stroke Organization guidelines\textsuperscript{13,14} and were updated with recent positive randomized trial data.\textsuperscript{7,8}

We calculated LPGH to arrival, to first imaging, and to treatment times. Stroke mechanism was classified according to the trial of ORG 10172 in acute stroke treatment classification,\textsuperscript{15} with dissection, embolic stroke of undetermined source, and multiple causes added as categories.

Clinical outcome was measured at 3 months using the mRS, either at the outpatient stroke clinic or by standardized telephone interview by Rankin-certified medical staff. Favorable outcome was considered as a 3-month mRS of ≤2.

The Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) method was applied, and the STROBE checklist for observational studies is available in the Online Supplemental Data. The local ethics commission of Canton de Vaud approved the scientific use of anonymized data from the ASTRAL registry.

Neuroimaging Protocol

During the study period, patients admitted to our institution with suspected AIS were examined with a multimodal, mostly CT-based neuroimaging protocol as a standard of care. In patients without contraindications for iodinated contrast, this protocol included NCCT, CTA, and CTP.

Cerebral CT was performed on a 16-detector row multidetector CT scanner (LightSpeed; GE Healthcare) up to November 2005 and on a 64-detector row multidetector CT scanner (LightSpeed VCT; GE Healthcare) thereafter. NCCT was acquired in the axial mode using the following parameters: 120-kVp(peak) tube voltage; 320-mA tube current; section thickness, 5 mm; 32-cm scan FOV; and 512 × 512 matrix. Raw data were reconstructed in the axial plane using filtered back-projection until 2009 and adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction thereafter. Using NCCT, we searched for intracranial hemorrhage, the hyperdense MCA sign, chronic stroke lesions, the presence of leukoaraiosis, and the presence and extent of early ischemic changes in the MCA territory to calculate the ASPECTS.\textsuperscript{2}

The cervical and cerebral CTAs were acquired in helical scan mode from the aortic arch to the top of the frontal sinuses, according to the following parameters: 120-kVp tube voltage, 1500- to 260-mA tube current, 0.9:1 pitch, 0.625-mm section thickness (1.25 mm before November 2005), and 512 × 512 matrix. Data acquisition was performed after intravenous injection of 50 mL of iodinated contrast material at a flow rate of 5 mL per second, with a delay according to the perfusion data. We defined LVO as an internal carotid artery, M1, or proximal M2 occlusion. We calculated clot burden score (CBS) for each patient as an indicator of clot extent.\textsuperscript{16} We defined tandem occlusion as arterial occlusion affecting both the extra- and intracranial circulation in the same carotid axis. In patients with LVO, collaterals were graded according to Tan et al.\textsuperscript{17} We considered collaterals as “good” if >50% of the ischemic territory distal to the occluded artery was filled.

CTP images were acquired for 50 seconds in a cine mode with a delay of 5–7 seconds after beginning the injection of 50 mL of iodinated contrast at a flow rate of 5 mL per second; four 10-mm slices (40-mm coverage) were imaged before November 2005, and 18 groups of sixteen 5-mm slices (80-mm coverage) thereafter. CTP data were transferred to a workstation and analyzed using the Brilliance Workspace Portal (Philips Healthcare). This team performed manual checks and adjustments and correction of artifacts. The locations of early signs of ischemia and infarct core on CTP were not checked for accordance. A deconvolution approach, based on the central volume principle, was used to create parametric maps of MTT. CBV was calculated from the area under the time-enhancement curves, and CBF was derived from

the formula $\text{CBF} = \text{CBV}/\text{MTT}$. Infarct core and ischemic penumbra volumes were calculated by applying appropriate MTT and CBV thresholds, which are $\text{MTT} > 145\%$ of the contralateral side values and $\text{CBV} > 2.0 \text{mL}/100 \text{g}$ for the penumbra volume, and $\text{MTT} > 145\%$ of the contralateral side values and $\text{CBV} < 2.0 \text{mL}/100 \text{g}$ for the core volume.\[12\]

NCCT images were reviewed for ASPECTS, retrospectively, by an experienced vascular neurologist (P.M.), who compared his value with the assessment established by the radiologist in the acute phase and appearing in the official (clinical) radiology report. In cases of disagreement between the 2 ASPECTS values, the case was discussed at the weekly joint neuroradiology meetings to reach a consensus. We had previously assessed interrater variability between the vascular neurologist and senior neuroradiologist using the Cohen $\kappa$ on 100 consecutive acute CT scans with anterior circulation occlusive stroke for NCCT ASPECTS, CBS, and collateral status (poor versus good). The ASPECTS was scored by the Lausanne team, without considering results of the CTP, the latter being performed by a completely independent team in Stanford. Both ASPECTS and CTP were calculated in the acute phase, without knowledge of the long-term clinical outcome.

**Statistical Analysis**

Categoric and binary variables were summarized as frequencies and percentages, while continuous variables were summarized as median and interquartile range.

Statistical correlation between the ASPECTS and core volume on CTP was quantified using the Spearman $\rho$ coefficient. To report the strength and direction of the correlation, we referred to a commonly used interpretation of the Spearman correlation coefficient in medical research.\[18\] We calculated the statistical significance of this association both in the overall study population and in several meaningful subpopulations defined by the following settings: 1) presence and absence of LVO, 2) early- and late-arriving patients, and 3) known and unknown stroke onset. Furthermore, we compared the correlation coefficients between groups defined by variable combinations of the above-mentioned scenarios (eg, late-arriving patients with LVO). Comparisons between the different groups of patients were based on z scores obtained using the Fisher r-to-z transformation of the $\rho$; this allows determining the statistical significance of the differences by means of tests based on the Student $t$ distributions. We performed a complete case analysis, and no imputations of missing data were performed.

To check for independent factors associated with ASPECTS (used as a dependent variable), we developed a multivariate linear regression model. We included in the model variables likely to influence the ASPECTS based on pathophysiologic considerations (such as age, NIHSS, prestroke treatments, vascular risk factors, clot burden, leukoaraiosis, core, and penumbra volumes on CTP) and variables that were supposed to influence the relationship between ASPECTS and core volumes (such as the above variables and time from LPGH and LVO and onset type). The complete list of variables included in the model, along with $P$ values obtained using univariate analysis, is shown in the Online Supplemental Data. We used a stepwise backward elimination method based on the Akaike Information Criterion to select relevant covariates for inclusion in the final model. Then, we checked the sensitivity of our findings by fitting the same model (except for LVO) into the subpopulation of late-presenting patients with LVO. Heteroscedasticity and normality of residuals were checked using graphic methods (QQ and residuals versus fitted plots).

To identify independent predictors of good clinical outcome at 3 months ($\text{mRS} \leq 2$), we fitted a multivariate logistic regression model with the stepwise backward elimination method. This model included demographic, clinical, and radiologic variables at stroke onset that are known to be related to the functional long-term outcome (Online Supplemental Data).\[19,20\] Then, as before, we performed a separate logistic regression analysis on the subgroup of late-arriving patients with LVO, applying the same model (except for LVO).

Finally, to understand better the capability of NCCT and CTP to predict clinical outcome, we performed receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analyses for both imaging modalities in patients showing a concordant or discordant NCCT CTP profile. We defined favorable NCCT as ASPECTS $\geq 6$, and favorable CTP if the core volume was $\leq 70 \text{mL}$, as previously suggested.\[7,21\]

**RESULTS**

**Study Population and Baseline Characteristics**

Of 5049 patients with AIS entered in the ASTRAL registry during the study period, 1046 were included in the current analysis. The flow chart in the Online Supplemental Data describes the reasons for exclusion from the analysis and the main differences between the included and excluded patients.

The median age of the included patients was 71.4 years (interquartile range, IQR = 59.8–79.4 years), and the median NIHSS score was 12 (IQR, 6–18), as described in the Online Supplemental Data. The median time from LPGH to hospital arrival was 2.6 hours (IQR, 1.3–6.9 hours), and the median time from LPGH to imaging was 3.4 hours (IQR, 1.9–8.5 hours). Two hundred ninety-two patients (27.9%) were admitted in the late acute phase and appearing in the official (clinical) radiology report. In cases of disagreement between the 2 ASPECTS values, the case was discussed at the weekly joint neuroradiology meetings to reach a consensus. We had previously assessed interrater variability between the vascular neurologist and senior neuroradiologist using the Cohen $\kappa$ on 100 consecutive acute CT scans with anterior circulation occlusive stroke for NCCT ASPECTS, CBS, and collateral status (poor versus good). The ASPECTS was scored by the Lausanne team, without considering results of the CTP, the latter being performed by a completely independent team in Stanford. Both ASPECTS and CTP were calculated in the acute phase, without knowledge of the long-term clinical outcome.

We previously assessed interrater agreement measures for the following CT-based neuroimaging variables, finding almost perfect agreement for ASPECTS ($\kappa = 0.82$) and collaterals ($\kappa = 0.81$) and good agreement for the clot burden score ($\kappa = 0.77$).

In the study population, the median ASPECTS was 9 (IQR, 7–10), and median core volume on CTP was 13.6 mL (IQR, 0.6–52.8 mL). On CTA, an LVO was detected in 612 (58.5%) patients and in 151 (51.7%) late-arriving patients (Online Supplemental Data). Additional treatment details, stroke etiology, and clinical outcome measures are available in the Online Supplemental Data.

**Correlation between ASPECTS and CTP Core, and Influence of Time and LVO**

The overall correlation between ASPECTS and CTP core was moderate ($\rho = -0.49$, $P < 0.01$). The distribution of CTP core volumes across ASPECTS grades is depicted in Fig 1A, and it showed a definitive trend of increasing median baseline CTP cores as the ASPECTS decreased. The ASPECTS-CTP core
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among late-arriving patients with LVO (Fig 1). We observe a moderate ASPECTS-CTP core correlation in our study cohort ($\rho = -0.49$) and a stronger correlation among late-arriving patients with LVO ($\rho = -0.57$).

Table 1: Significant results from the multiple regression model with NCCT ASPECTS as dependent variable in the overall population and in late-arriving (>6 hours from LPGH) patients with AIS with LVO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables Associated with ASPECTS</th>
<th>Study Cohort (n = 1046)</th>
<th>Late AIS with LVO (n = 151)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01–0.03)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.02–0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPGH to arrival time (h)</td>
<td>-0.11 (-0.15 to -0.08)</td>
<td>-0.21 (-0.30 to -0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestroke statin use</td>
<td>0.67 (0.13–1.21)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute glucose (g/L)</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.13 to -0.01)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperdense MCA sign</td>
<td>-0.56 (-0.98 to -0.14)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVO$^{b}$</td>
<td>-0.73 (-1.26 to -0.20)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>0.14 (0.06–0.21)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.03–0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good collaterals</td>
<td>0.87 (0.51–1.23)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core volume, per 10 mL</td>
<td>-0.10 (-0.14 to -0.07)</td>
<td>-0.21 (-0.27 to -0.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note—NS indicates nonsignificant; $-$, variable was non included in the model.

$^{a}$Results are expressed as $\beta$ coefficient and relative 95% CI.

$^{b}$Included in the predictive model for the entire study cohort only.

correlation was significantly stronger in the subgroup of patients admitted in the late rather than in the early time window ($\rho = -0.56$ and $\rho = -0.48$, respectively; $P = .05$; Online Supplemental Data). In addition, this correlation was significantly better in the presence versus absence of an LVO ($\rho = -0.40$ and $\rho = -0.20$, respectively; $P < .01$; Online Supplemental Data). We did not find any significant difference in the ASPECTS-CTP core correlation in the subgroup of patients with known-versus-unknown stroke onset ($\rho = -0.55$ and $\rho = -0.44$, respectively; $P = .12$).

Testing the combined covariates LVO and time, we found that the correlation increased up to a moderately strong degree ($\rho = -0.57$, $P < .01$) in the subgroup of late-arriving patients with LVO (Fig 1B). On the other hand, it was poor in early patients with and without LVO ($\rho = -0.36$, $P < .01$; and $\rho = -0.23$, $P = .01$, respectively).

With the linear multiple regression model, we confirmed an independent association between ASPECTS and CTP core ($\beta = -0.10$ per 10 mL; 95% CI, -0.14 to -0.07; $P < .01$). Moreover, a higher ASPECTS was independently associated with older age, shorter delay to arrival time, pre-stroke statin use, and lower admission glucose levels. Regarding radiologic variables, we found an independent association between a higher ASPECTS and the absence of a hyperdense MCA sign, absence of LVO, higher CBS, and the presence of good collaterals (Table 1). In the subpopulation of late-arriving patients with LVO, the association of ASPECTS and CTP core was twice as strong ($\beta = -0.21$ per 10 mL; 95% CI, 0.27 to -0.15; $P < .01$). Again, older age, shorter delay to arrival time, and higher CBS were independently associated with a higher ASPECTS (Table 1).

To check whether ASPECTS could reliably identify the CTP core volume thresholds, which have been used in recent clinical trials of the late time window, we performed a ROC analysis using a CTP core of 70 mL (as used in the Endovascular Therapy Following Imaging Evaluation for Ischemic Stroke [DEFUSE-3] trial$^{22}$ investigating whether a higher ASPECTS was associated with a favorable CTP profile. We found an area under the curve of 0.76 in the overall population and an under the curve of 0.79 in the subpopulation of late-arriving stroke with LVO (Online Supplemental Data). In this latter group, a cutoff of ASPECTS of $\geq 7$ (based on the Youden index) identified patients with a CTP core of <70 mL, with a sensitivity of 65.7% and a specificity of 76.7%.

Association of ASPECTS with Clinical Outcome

The overall percentage of good clinical outcome at 3 months was 51.9%. Fitting a logistic multiple regression model, ASPECTS emerged as an independent predictor of good outcome in both the overall population (OR = 1.10; 95% CI, 1.00–1.20; $P = .05$) and late-arriving patients with AIS (OR = 1.23; 95% CI, 1.02–
For a sensitivity analysis, we compared the predictive capabilities of the models for good clinical outcome at 3 months in which ASPECTS is replaced with the CTP core (Online Supplemental Data). These models showed very similar performances as indicated by the similar coefficients and the Akaike Information Criteria, in both the overall cohort and in the subpopulation of late-arriving patients with LVO; the Vuong tests for the difference in the Akaike Information Criteria were not significant (P = .39 for the overall cohort; P = .14 for the late-arriving patients with LVO).

Looking at the relationship between imaging concordance and clinical outcome, we identified the following subgroups of patients: patients with favorable NCCT/CTP (n = 756/1046, 72%), patients with poor NCCT/CTP (n = 79, 8%), and patients with discordant NCCT/CTP (n = 211, 20%). The percentages of good outcome across the subgroups were the following: 61% in patients with both images being favorable, 14% in patients with both unfavorable images, and 32% in patients with discordant images. The areas under the curve (AUC) for predicting good outcome for each imaging technique in the 3 subgroups of patients are reported in the Online Supplemental Data. We observed a similar but poor prognostic performance of NCCT and CTP in patients with favorable profiles on both modalities. The performance was higher in patients showing both unfavorable NCCT and CTP, without any statistical difference between the ASPECTS and CTP. In patients with discordant NCCT and CTP profiles, the performance of both modalities was again modest, without a higher accuracy for CTP core compared with ASPECTS.

**DISCUSSION**

In a large cohort of consecutive patients with AIS involving the MCA territory, we showed a moderate correlation between the ASPECTS and core volume on CTP in the acute phase of stroke. This correlation was significantly better in the presence of an LVO (ICA, M1, or proximal M2 occlusion) and was time-dependent, being stronger in the subgroup of patients potentially eligible for late endovascular treatment (ie, LVO-positive and arriving after 6 hours of last proof of good health). In the latter, we confirmed an independent role of ASPECTS in determining good clinical outcome at 3 months, which was similar to the CTP core.

Compared with previous studies reporting a weak-to-moderate ASPECTS-CTP core correlation, correlations in a larger study cohort were tested, applying multiple adjustments. We demonstrated that the ASPECTS-CTP core association was stronger in patients with LVO than without it. This finding was very robust, given that the association was present even after correction for several clinical and radiologic variables. We suppose that the presence of a proximal intracranial occlusion leads to higher ischemic core volume and, therefore, to a higher likelihood of detecting early ischemic changes on NCCT and, as a consequence, to a higher accuracy of ASPECTS on estimating core volume.25 This was especially evident in patients assessed 6 hours after symptom onset, which probably reflects the progressive development of cytotoxic edema, the histologic equivalent of early ischemic changes on NCCT.

We also found that multiple other clinical and radiologic variables, in addition to time and presence of an LVO, influenced the ASPECTS. Patients with prestroke statin use presented with higher ASPECTS, which is in line with previous studies reporting that statin pretreatment enhances collateral perfusion and reduces final infarct volume.26,27 We also demonstrated that admission hyperglycemia was associated with poorer ASPECTS; this finding is consistent with previous human and animal studies showing that hyperglycemia is associated with early infarct expansion in AIS.28,29 Regarding radiologic variables, we found higher ASPECTS in patients without the hyperdense MCA sign (which is a marker of proximal MCA occlusion) and with higher CBS (which means smaller clots). Taken together, these results suggest a favorable NCCT profile in patients with a distal or small area of vascular occlusion. Moreover, we identified an independent association between higher ASPECTS and good collaterals, further supporting the role of collateral circulation in the early prevention of tissue loss.25

Our results confirm that in a mixed population of patients with AIS, some treated with intravenous thrombolysis and/or EVT, baseline ASPECTS is a major determinant of good clinical outcome at 3 months, after adjusting for known confounders (including age, prestroke disability, stroke severity, and admission glycemia). This finding has already been shown in the early time window for patients without revascularization treatment,30 treated with intravenous thrombolysis5 and with early EVT.6,31,32

In our subgroup of patients admitted late and who had LVO (a minority of whom underwent EVT), we confirmed that a higher ASPECTS also remained independently associated with good clinical outcome, and we showed that the prognostic value of ASPECTS was similar to that of core volume on CTP.
Nevertheless, relying on imaging alone could lead to erroneous outcome prediction. Our results showed that a good and concordant NCCT/CTP imaging profile on admission was not a sufficient condition for sure translation to a positive clinical outcome, and the performance of both imaging modalities did not seem to contribute to prediction. We can probably explain this outcome by the other numerous variables that may have an impact on the outcome (as emerged from our multivariate model of prediction of good clinical outcome at 3 months). In addition, the small number of patients with LVO who underwent EVT in our cohort might have influenced this finding. We also showed that 20% of patients presented with a discordant NCCT/CTP profile, of whom 30% achieved a good outcome. These patients include patients with good ASPECTS despite a large infarct volume, in whom it was demonstrated that a quick and successful revascularization of the hypoperfused region was still associated with a high probability of good outcome. In fact, up to 20% of such patients might present with a final infarct volume lower than that of the admission volume, due to an overestimation of the latter by CTP in the early hours after stroke onset.\textsuperscript{2,3} In the opposite situation of low ASPECTS associated with acceptable core volumes on CTP, a revision of early ischemic NCCT changes should be considered (eg, to exclude old infarctions or NCCT artifacts), especially for patients imaged in the extended time window and with good collateral circulation.

The clinical implications of our findings are that ASPECTS appears a quite reliable surrogate marker for the ischemic core in patients with LVO in the later time window. Such a finding supports the possible role of ASPECTS as a selection tool for late mechanical thrombectomy. We previously demonstrated that the strict application of trial criteria (DWI or CTP Assessment with Clinical Mismatch in the Triage of Wake-Up and Late Presenting Strokes Undergoing Neurointervention with Trevo [DAWN] and DEFUSE-3) translated into a low proportion of patients eligible for late EVT in the real-world scenario and that this treatment could be offered to a larger population of patients if more liberal criteria were adopted.\textsuperscript{22} In this setting, the use of ASPECTS could help with the decision to proceed to thrombectomy in cases of absent, failed, or contraindicated advanced imaging or in situations of CT and CTP discordant profiles.\textsuperscript{21} The success of late revascularization therapies according to trial criteria could be hopefully replicated by simpler selection criteria. This strategy is currently being evaluated in ongoing randomized clinical trials (Endovascular Treatment of Acute Stroke for Late arrivals, MR CLEAN-LATE;\textsuperscript{35} Tenecteplase in Wake-up Ischaemia Trial [TWIST]).\textsuperscript{19}

Several limitations of our study need to be acknowledged. First, its single-center retrospective design and the exclusion of patients due to the absence of reconstructed CTP volumes could lead to a selection bias; furthermore, an external validation of the study results is lacking. Second, we did not assess the spatial agreement between the ASPECTS and CTP core; therefore, we could not assess whether unequal weighting of brain regions in the ASPECTS rating could hamper its correlation with core volumes. Third, the thresholds model used for core and penumbra volume reconstructions was different from those adopted in recent EVT trials;\textsuperscript{37} however, it is a well-established model, based on a systematic evaluation of all PCT parameters and is the most suitable for the software used in the analysis.\textsuperscript{12} Finally, given the small number of patients treated with late EVT in our cohort, we could not analyze the impact of ASPECTS on the response to revascularization treatments.

A future potential development of this study includes the comparison between visual ASPECTS and scoring with automated software applications able to detect and quantify early ischemic changes.\textsuperscript{38}

**CONCLUSIONS**

In our series of 1046 patients with MCA stroke, ASPECTS showed a moderate correlation with CTP-based infarct core, which is stronger in late-arriving patients with large-vessel occlusion. This could support the use of ASPECTS as a surrogate marker for CTP core for selection of late endovascular treatment and for estimation of prognosis. Further studies on the effect of an ASPECTS-based selection for late revascularization therapies are strongly welcomed.
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